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Abstract

Fishermen seek to maximize profits so when choosing where to fish, they must consider interactions among the environment, costs, and fish prices. We examined catcher vessels in the U.S. Bering Sea fishery for walleye pollock (2003-2015) to characterize fisher responses to environmental change (e.g., abundance and water temperature). When pollock were abundant and water warm, the fleet fished in similar locations. When temperatures were cooler or pollock abundance declined, two fishing strategies emerged, depending on the processor where a vessel delivered. One vessel group, whose catches were more likely to become fillets, often made shorter trips, requiring less fuel and time at-sea. A second vessel group, whose catches were more likely to become surimi, traveled farther from port, to regions with higher catch rates but generally smaller fish. By fishing in different locations to satisfy different markets, the fleet sustained revenues and buffered against environmental change. We identify a suite of socioeconomic indicators of the impacts of ecosystem change and illustrate that a one-vessel-fits-all approach may be insufficient for assessing the resilience of fleets.
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Introduction

Climate change impacts global fisheries both directly and indirectly. Warming waters are driving redistributions of target species with an expected northern shift of fisheries (e.g., Pinsky and Fogarty 2012) while management strategies (Ianelli et al. 2011) and stock assessments (Holsman et al. 2016) are adapting to and projecting future responses to such shifts among target species and systems. Climate change is not however, the first challenge to which fishers have had to adapt. Just as marine fishes demonstrate a portfolio of responses to environmental variability (e.g., Mueter et al. 2002; Schindler et al. 2010; Hollowed and Sundby 2014), fishers and fishing communities have demonstrated a portfolio approach to dealing with some of the uncertainties of a life dependent upon dynamic marine resources (Kasperski and Holland 2013; Sethi et al 2014; Anderson et al 2017). Understanding the margins of flexibility through which fishers respond to environmental change enables management to be crafted in a manner that allows the most cost-effective adaptation possible. To understand how fishers may adapt to changes in the fishery landscape - a term we use to represent the climate as well as management structure, markets, and other driving forces - it is critical to examine fishers’ fine-scale behaviors, such as fishing location (van Putten et al. 2012; Joo et al. 2014; Joo et al. 2015) and trip length.

Economists have long used discrete choice models to examine fisher decisions about where to fish (e.g., Eales and Wilen 1986; Holland and Sutinen 2000; Haynie and Layton 2010). By assigning an expected net return to individual fishing locations, researchers can estimate the
economic impacts of regulatory changes, such as marine protected areas or fishery closures (e.g., Zhang and Smith 2011), that reallocate fishing vessels spatially. Similarly, such approaches can be used to examine how other dynamics like climate change, fuel price, fish price, or shifting fish populations may impact fisher behaviors.

One fishery that has received considerable attention by fisheries scientists and economists is the Bering Sea fishery for walleye pollock or Alaska pollock (Gadus chalcogrammus; hereafter, simply “pollock”), one of the most valuable fisheries in the world; its Bering Sea landings accounted for an ex-vessel value of $474 million in 2014, 8% of the value of U.S. domestic landings that year (Fissel et al. 2015). A catch share management system was implemented in the fishery by passage of the American Fisheries Act (AFA) in 1998 (Felthoven 2002; Strong and Criddle 2013). The AFA ended the race-to-fish by allocating fractions of the total allowable catch (TAC) across three sectors – catcher processors, catcher vessels, and motherships, the latter of which rely on other vessels to catch fish. The catch was further sub-allocated within each sector and co-operatives were established (Criddle and Macinko 2000; Matulich et al. 2001; Strong and Criddle 2013). Importantly, catch shares can be traded within each sector but they cannot be traded between sectors (Criddle and Strong 2013). The onboard processing capability of the large (> 62m) catcher processors enables these vessels to stay at sea for weeks, thereby providing flexibility over where they fish, and thus a greater ability to seek fish that meet their desired processing goals (Pfeiffer and Haynie 2012; Criddle and Strong 2013; Haynie and Pfeiffer 2013). Approximately 1/5 of pollock catcher vessel harvest is delivered to at-sea “mothership” processors while nearly half of the total pollock catch is delivered to shoreside processors.
When the AFA was established, the notable structure that resulted included a cooperative in which catcher vessels and shoreside processors organized and in many cases established long-term contracts. The seven processing plants that account for shoreside production of AFA pollock products were each organized into one of seven co-operatives, which are owned by one of four firms (Strong and Criddle 2013). Some vessels in the fishery have maintained individual ownership while many others are owned either directly or indirectly by the relatively few processors or companies (Strong and Criddle 2013). Contractual agreements and vessel ownership consolidation has led to a vertical coordination which allows markets and production to dictate much of the structure of the fishery.

With the end of the race-to-fish, processors increased capital investments in technology and specialization, subsequently boosting fish value (Strong and Criddle 2014; Fissel et al. 2015), but also introducing new constraints. Flexibility of processing can be limited by long-term contracts, the difficulty of switching between products (e.g. fillet and surimi), the need to keep machinery running, and minimum fish sizes and quality standards for certain products (see Strong and Criddle [2014] for a thorough discussion of drivers, constraints, and market considerations surrounding pollock production). The pollock fishery is divided into two seasons. During the winter A-season (January through May), the primary products are fillets, surimi and roe. During the summer B-season (June through October), the primary products are fillets and surimi. If pollock are too small or they have been aboard a vessel for too long, they may be inadequate for fillet production and must instead be processed as surimi or lower value fish meal. Similarly, if fish are too large they may not make quality surimi (Strong and Criddle 2014).

The constraints that seafood processors face with respect to pollock size and freshness influence (either directly or indirectly) the operational decisions of each catcher vessel. We focus
this study on shoreside production and catcher vessels and any mention hereafter refers to the shoreside, or inshore, sector of the pollock fishery (unless otherwise noted). Catcher vessels, 22 – 62 m in length, typically make 2- to 4-day trips. Given the freshness and quality standards that processors strive to meet, they often require catcher vessels to deliver fish to port within certain delivery windows. If a vessel misses its delivery window, the price paid for fish may plummet, as the pollock are relegated to low-value fish meal.

Vessel captains must decide when to begin a fishing trip by working backwards from the assigned window and production goals for their delivery. This requires an expectation of transit time, target fish location, how to avoid prohibited bycatch species that can shut down the fishery (Stram and Ianelli 2015; Reimer et al. 2017), and the amount of fishing time required to fill their holds. This creates a high value of communication among the approximately 70 vessels that fish within a season, though their co-operative and fishing strategies often differ. In addition to delivery windows, fishers must also cater to the product mix (e.g., roe, fillets, surimi, “head and gut”) that their intended processor will make with the fish they deliver, which varies within and across seasons and years (Fell 2008; Strong and Criddle 2014). Because fish products are a function of fish size and the amount of time that it takes to deliver fish to port, the spatial distribution of the target species is a critical consideration for fishers. As the fishery landscape changes within and across years, the trade-offs that fishers must consider to balance delivery windows with fish size, product mixes, and freshness is continually reevaluated.

Changing ocean conditions have both lagged and concurrent effects on pollock abundance (hereafter, abundance) and spatial distributions. A significant warm stanza in the Bering Sea (2001 – 2005) was associated with decreased ice cover and a resulting shift in zooplankton communities which left juvenile pollock with insufficient energy reserves for their
first winter and led to poor warm-year cohorts (Coyle et al. 2011). As the weak cohorts recruited to the fishery, adult pollock (age-3+) abundance and total allowable catch (TAC) declined, illustrating the lagged effects of temperature on recruitment (Mueter et al. 2011). These lagged effects also occurred for a successive cold stanza (2007-2010) with increased ice cover, shifts in zooplankton communities, and larger cold-year cohorts of pollock that led to subsequent rebounds in both adult abundance and TAC (Sigler et al. 2016). Warming and cooling also have more immediate effects on the spatial distribution of adult pollock. The eastern Bering Sea is characterized by a broad continental shelf with a shallow water column where temperatures vary inter-annually with sea ice cover (Stabeno et al. 2012). Years with more ice have a larger cold pool, or region of cold bottom water, and adult pollock avoid the coldest waters of this pool (Wyllie-Echeverria and Wooster 1998). During the winter A-season, the fishery catches its fish relatively far south in the Bering Sea, where pollock spawn (Bacheler et al. 2012). The cold pool extent has not had large impacts on winter A-season fishing because the cold pool typically does not reach these southern areas (Pfeiffer and Haynie 2012). However, in the summer B-season, post-spawning pollock spread out, and cold pool avoidance is a more important factor in determining fish and fishing locations.

Here we hypothesize that dynamic fishery landscapes prompt changes in the spatial behaviors of pollock catcher vessels. Fishers travel to different locations to buffer against changes in their economic outcomes. If buffering is successful, we would expect relatively weak relationships between changes in their spatial behaviors and their net revenues. Given the stability of catches that result from vessels usually filling their holds, we focus our analysis on the distances fishers travel to fish as the primary measure of the economic trade-offs associated with their decisions. These location choices then translate into potential differences in fishing
outcomes (e.g., catch rates, revenues, costs, and ultimately, profit). Our objectives were to: (1) characterize trip-level spatial behaviors across the pollock fleet; (2) determine how spatial behaviors relate to the fishery landscape (e.g., do fishers move north in warm years?); and (3) examine fishing performance and short run economic outcomes (e.g., catch rates and trip revenues minus fuel costs) across years, vessels, and fishery landscapes. Together, these objectives help us to understand some of the factors driving fishing location, and how different spatial strategies may subsequently affect fishing fleet economics.

Methods

Data

We incorporated several datasets from the Bering Sea pollock catcher vessel fleet (91 vessels) from 2003 to 2015. Compiled with their sources (Table 1), these data included: vessel monitoring system (VMS) data, fishery observer data, fish tickets (landings data), vessel-level fuel consumption rates while transiting and fishing (see Supplementary Information for more details), and processor production data. In addition to these fishery-dependent datasets, we explored four fishery landscape variables as drivers of fisher behavior (Table 1): average summer bottom temperature during the annual eastern Bering Sea groundfish survey, pollock abundance (age-3+ biomass), TAC, and fuel price (averaged from monthly surveys of fuel sellers for Dutch Harbor, Alaska). Economic data were adjusted to a base year of 2009 using an annual (seasonally adjusted) implicit price deflator for United States gross domestic product. Analyses were performed using R version 3.3.0 (R Core Team 2016). See Supplementary Information for more details.

Trip-level fishing and short-run economic outcomes were extracted or derived from VMS, observer, fish ticket, or fuel consumption data (Table 2) (Watson and Haynie 2016).
Vessel-level metrics were associated with each trip, including vessel length and each vessel’s fishery co-operative (for more information: www.nmfs.noaa.gov/sfa/management/catch_shares/about/documents/bsai_pollock.pdf).

We examined net revenues and other fishing performance and economic outcomes (hereafter, fishing outcomes; Table 2) that underlie net revenues. The trade-offs associated with some of these outcomes help explain net revenues and expected fishing profits. Our measure for net revenues per trip is \( \text{Price} \times \text{Catch} – \text{Cost} \), where \( \text{Price} \) (ex-vessel price per pound) is a function of many components not explicitly parameterized here. For example, supply (as dictated by TAC and fish location), fish size, product type, demand, and freshness are determinants of price (Hermann et al. 1996; Strong and Criddle 2014; Sueng and Ianelli 2016). Available price data were aggregated annually (i.e., not resolved to the trip-level) and were thus approximate. At the trip-level, \( \text{Catch} \) depends on fishing location and vessel size (i.e., capacity); at the season-level, \( \text{Catch} \) will also be driven by TAC (and individual vessel quotas). The \( \text{Costs} \) of individual trips are dominated by fuel and fuel usage is greatly impacted by fishing behavior and distance traveled (Criddle and Strong 2013). Vessels may use up to 3 times more fuel while fishing than while transiting. Thus, the proportion of a trip spent fishing versus transiting impacts costs; a longer trip with less fishing time may actually use less fuel than a shorter trip with longer hauls.

While the only cost component we considered was fuel, it is worth noting that some non-fuel variable costs may be similar regardless of the trip length and thus represent a larger portion of trip costs as trip lengths get shorter (i.e., as fuel costs decrease). Earnings are typically shared by vessel owners, skippers, and crew so labor is not included in our \( \text{Costs} \) term. Thus, our definition of net revenue is trip level earnings \( \text{(Price} \times \text{Catch}) \) minus estimated fuel costs (omitting capital costs and other expenses that are independent of fishing effort). Additionally, while fuel cost is
obviously important, we also examine the ratio of fuel cost to gross earnings, a unit-less measure (Criddle and Strong 2013) that facilitates comparison across vessels.

Our study focused on fisher behaviors and thus, the prices paid to fishers were expected to be primary motivations. However, processors apply different constraints on fishers based on their production strategies. Typically, fish must be fresher and larger for fillets than surimi, thereby constraining vessels to shorter trips. Thus, production data were important for explaining fishery behavior. These data included the end-products produced (though not at the trip-level) and the first wholesale values of those products. First wholesale values represent the value after products have been processed (as opposed to ex-vessel prices which are paid to vessels for fish). These data were available annually so real-time or seasonal differences in production value were not assessed. Because of the aggregation of production data, we do not include these data as one of our metrics, though the data provided production trends for processors and a linkage of these trends with each vessel and behavior.

Analyses

Our analyses relied on the hypothesis that changes in the fishery landscape lead to changes in fishers’ spatial behaviors in the shoreside pollock catcher vessel fleet, and that these changes would improve fishing outcomes. To address this hypothesis, we present our analyses in three sections, where we: (1) characterized spatial behaviors (i.e., trip distances) in the fishery; (2) modeled the relationship between spatial behaviors and the fishery landscape; and (3) examined correlations between fishing outcomes and both the fishery landscape and trip distances.
Characterizing spatial behaviors in the fishery

We characterized spatial behaviors as trip distances traveled by the shoreside fleet and subgroups of vessels. Annual median trip distances were examined for vessels delivering to each processor; vessels fell into one of two groups (containing 3 and 4 processors, respectively) based on distinct trip distances in years with longer trips. We refer to these vessel groups as “Longer Trip Group” and “Shorter Trip Group” based on their typical travel distances. Confidentiality rules prohibit discussion of individual processors but vessels fell cleanly into the two groups so results would not have differed meaningfully from analyzing individual processors versus vessel co-operatives.

Spatial behaviors as a function of the fishery landscape

To examine the relationship between the fishery landscape and fisher spatial behaviors, we fit models of median trip distance to four fishery landscape variables: average summer bottom temperature (hereafter, temperature), fuel price, TAC, and abundance. Starting with the full linear model:

$$\text{Trip distance} \sim \text{temperature} + \text{fuel price} + \text{TAC} + \text{abundance} + \varepsilon$$  

where $\varepsilon$ represents Gaussian errors. We performed step-wise regression using F-tests to eliminate covariates that did not significantly ($P < 0.05$) improve model fits. Models were fit to the entire fleet and to the groups of vessels (Longer Trip Group and Shorter Trip Group) separately. Pairwise interactions were examined once main effects were included. Multicollinearity was tested and pairs of covariates were excluded if the square root of the variance inflation factor ($\text{car}$ package for R [Fox and Weisberg 2011]) was greater than 2 (Fox and Monette 1992). Model residuals were inspected to ensure compliance with standard regression assumptions.
Sensitivity analyses explored marginal effects by perturbing covariates independently and simultaneously by a fixed amount. Because our candidate models were simple first-order regressions, we also explored effect sizes using partial $\eta^2$ (Richardson 2011).

**Fishing outcomes across vessel groups and years**

An important aspect of changes in fishing behavior is whether they are associated with different or more variable outcomes (Table 2). We did not try to fit a predictive model between fishery landscape variables and fishery outcomes however, because we did not expect a structural relationship among all of them. Rather, we expected fisher behaviors to buffer against changes in fishing outcomes, leading to weak correlations between several of the fishing outcomes and both the fishery landscape and trip distances. A lack of relationship can be difficult to demonstrate, and indeed, was not the central goal of our study. However, by comparing fishing outcomes and their relationships to landscape variables for the two groups in a similar manner, we sought to illustrate similarities and differences across vessel groups (Longer Trip Group and Shorter Trip Group).

We examined average fishing outcomes and the variability (coefficient of variation [CV]) of fishing outcomes for the two groups. The CV provides a unit-less comparison across agents with different long-term means. It has also been used as a measure of economic risk exposure for fishers (e.g., Anderson et al. 2017; Ward et al. 2017), providing a valuable complement to average catches and revenues. We measured the Pearson correlations between the average annual fishing outcomes (Table 2) and each of the four fishery landscape variables listed in the previous section. To determine whether there was an increased risk (i.e., more variability) associated with changes in the fishery landscape or trip distances, we also measured correlations between the
variability (CV) of fishing outcomes with the fishery landscape and trip distances. Simple
pairwise correlations may fail to account for complex multivariate relationships, but this
approach allows for more straightforward comparison between vessel groups, while still setting
the context for the subsequent discussion and analyses about how changes in the fishery
landscape and fisher behaviors may relate to changes in fishing outcomes. Finally, to observe
whether the vessel groups co-varied in their outcomes, we measured the Pearson correlations
between annual average outcomes. We tested for differences in variability (CV) of annual
outcomes between vessel groups using Mann-Whitney tests.

Results

Characterizing spatial behaviors in the fishery

Trip distances were similar during winter A-seasons (January – May) across years, whereas
during summer B-seasons (June – October), distributions were unimodal in some years and
bimodal in others. Trips made during winter A-seasons commonly target valuable roe-bearing
pollock on relatively stable spawning grounds; we saw little heterogeneity among winter A-
season trip distances (Figure 1a). In contrast, summer B-season trip distances fluctuated
depending on the year (Figure 1), with much greater variability among summer B-season trips
than among winter A-season trips; mean absolute deviation of trip distances was more than
doubled during summer B-season (108 nmi vs. 223 nmi). The CV of trip distances for summer
B-season trips was nearly double that of winter A-season trips (0.38 vs. 0.67, respectively) so we
focus the remainder of our analyses only on summer B-season trips.

Visual inspection of trip distances for each co-operative showed stark behavioral
differences that were sufficient to clearly identify two groups of vessels – a Shorter Trip Group
and a Longer Trip Group. Confidentiality rules prohibit presenting individual co-operatives’ data but aggregated data demonstrate the clear separation of trip distances among the groups in several years. There were more vessels in the Shorter Trip Group than in the Longer Trip Group, and the Shorter Trip vessels were typically smaller, made more trips (though not significantly more), and caught larger fish (Table 3).

In each year, trip distances and durations were less for the Shorter Trip vessels. Not only were the distances traveled different between the two groups, there was little correlation (Pearson \( \rho = 0.05 \)) between variability (CV) of distances traveled. The CVs of trip distances varied significantly across years, (Supplementary Table S1).

Some of the differences in fishing behaviors between the groups within a year were associated with differences in production by the associated processors. More than 50% of average annual first wholesale product value for the Shorter Trip Group was from fillet production while only about 20% was from surimi. Meanwhile, the processors associated with Longer Trip vessels earned only about 30% from fillets and nearly 50% from surimi.

**Spatial behaviors as a function of the fishery landscape**

The Bering Sea experienced warmer than average water temperatures at the beginning and end of our time series (Figure 2) and cooler temperatures in the middle. Abundance and TAC declined steadily from 2003 to 2008, after which they rebounded and stabilized. Fuel prices generally increased until 2012, with one large spike in 2008, before decreasing somewhat.

Linear model fits revealed strong relationships between trip distances and both Bering Sea bottom temperature and abundance. Fuel price and TAC were not significant predictors on their own or when added to models with temperature or abundance. While not shown in equation 1, average fish size was also explored as a covariate but was omitted because of its high degree
of observed collinearity with pollock abundance (e.g., years with higher pollock abundance are characterized by large cohorts of younger fish, which reduce the average fish size). Significant relationships (P<0.05) and relatively high \( r^2 \) values were observed with covariates in linear models when the response data included median trip distances by all vessels, Shorter Trip vessels, or Longer Trip vessels (Figure 3; see Supplementary Table S2 for model coefficients and diagnostics). In the cases of all modeled groups (Shorter Trip, Longer Trip, all vessels), the lowest AIC values were obtained for models with both temperature and abundance. While temperature and abundance were relatively highly correlated with each other (\( \rho = 0.72 \)), models with both terms met our variance inflation factor criterion so the bivariate models were retained. Despite the lower AIC for the model containing both abundance and temperature, we still include (Figure 3, Table S2) the temperature-only and pollock-only models for the sake of subsequent discussion about the individual effects.

At times, temperature and pollock trends diverged from each other, corresponding to years when the temperature-only or pollock-only models performed worse (Figure 3). For example, all three groups (Shorter Trip, Longer Trip, all vessels) were poorly fit by the pollock-only and the temperature-only models in 2012, when abundance had recovered from its previous decline and temperature was lowest (i.e., due to the lagged temperature-recruitment dynamics described above). Meanwhile, temperatures were cold and abundance was low in 2010, when even the Shorter Trip vessels took longer trips. Distances during this year were not unusual for the Longer Trip Group of vessels, however, as all models performed comparably for this group. In contrast, in 2006, temperatures and abundance declined (despite high TAC), and the Longer Trip Group took much longer trips, leading to underestimated distances. When the Longer Trip Group was poorly fit (2006), the Shorter Trip Group fit better while the opposite occurred in
2010. This helps explain the improved performance (high $r^2$ values) of models for the all-vessel group, which benefit from smoothing.

Marginal effects of temperature and abundance on trip duration suggest that Longer Trip vessels were more sensitive to changes, in particular to changes in abundance (Supplementary Figure S1). Because the final models only included linear, first-order combinations of covariates, effects are also readily interpretable by coefficient values (Table S2), though we present sensitivity analyses for better interpretation and visualization (Figure S1) of results. Given first order linearity, we present results for only a single perturbation, that of a (arbitrarily chosen) 20% increase per variable; results scale linearly such that a 10% increase would yield half the impact on fitted values as a 20% increase, or a 40% increase would yield double the impact. The bivariate models did not have a significant interaction term between temperature and abundance and because the models were first-order linear, the sum of the effects on median trip distance from perturbations of temperature and abundance were equivalent to a single model in which both covariates were increased. The three most notable observations regarding the marginal effects were that: (1) the univariate pollock model showed greater impacts, especially for Longer Trip vessels; (2) Shorter Trip vessels and ‘all vessels’ responded similarly to perturbations while the Longer Trip vessels were always more sensitive to change (i.e., had a greater change in median trip distance); and (3) for Longer Trip vessels, changes in abundance had a substantially greater effect than changes in temperature.

Effect size calculations for the bivariate model explained a greater proportion of variance (partial $\eta^2$) with temperature than abundance for the Shorter Trip Group (0.64 vs. 0.38), Longer Trip Group (0.62 vs. 0.48), and for all vessels groups (0.74 vs. 0.47).

**Fishing outcomes across vessel groups and years**
There were generally weak relationships between fishing outcomes and the fishery landscape (including trip distances), though with several exceptions. The weak relationships support the expectation that changes in fishing behavior may help to buffer against environmental changes (though causation is not suggested through these pairwise correlations).

Most notably, despite highly variable temperatures and abundance, average catch-per-trip for each group was relatively constant across years (Figure 4) with relatively weak correlations to the environment or trip distance (Table 4). More importantly, average annual net revenues-per-trip showed remarkably weak correlations with the environment and trip distances. These relationships suggest that all groups adapted fishing strategies to changing environments, which were associated with sustained catches and revenues across time. A suite of factors, like vessels’ sizes and the processors, appeared to affect how vessels traded-off catch rates with TAC, prices, and fish sizes, as described in the following paragraphs.

Vessels in the pollock fishery vary in size, and in most years, larger vessels traveled significantly farther, partially accounting for the within-group variability in trip distances (Figure 1). Despite the Longer Trip Group always taking longer trips (in distance and duration), there was a range of variability in trip distances and duration across years (Supplementary Table S1). Greater variability was seen for the Shorter Trip Group in many years and for many of the fishing outcome metrics, but there were a third more vessels in the Shorter Trip Group on average, and it had more variation in vessel length.

Measures of fishing outcomes at the trip-level were more variable than at the annual-level, where performance was more highly related to TAC (Figure 4; Table 4). Not surprisingly, average catch-per-year (B-season only) was strongly related to TAC for both vessel groups ($\rho > 0.8$), but like catch per trip, it was only weakly related to the remainder of the fishery.
landscape variables. The discrepancy between the trip and yearly catch relationships with TAC make sense; fishers seek to fill their holds on each trip (independent of TAC) but the number of trips a vessel takes will be subsequently influenced by TAC. The strong relationship between catch per year and TAC for both vessel groups yielded high covariation between the two groups (\(\rho=0.84\)). Average catch-per-trip for both vessel groups varied across time but without a clear relationship to trip length, or to other fishery landscape variables (Table 4).

The relationships between catch rates (CPUE) and trip distance were different for the two vessel groups and across time. Average catch rates (CPUE) were more variable than catch per trip across years (Figure 4) for the Longer Trip Group than for the Shorter Trip Group, which had a relatively strong relationship among CPUE, abundance, temperature, and trip distance (Table 4). However, not surprisingly, the relationships between CPUE and the fishery landscape were different within years versus across years. The average annual CPUE for Shorter Trip vessels was lowest during the years with the greatest average travel distances but within these years, CPUE across trips was higher when vessels traveled farther (Figure S2). So during the coldest years with lowest abundance (2007-2010), Shorter Trip vessels increased their CPUE by traveling farther whereas during warm years or years with greater than average abundance, there was a negative relationship between CPUE and trip distance, which was likely driven by some vessels visiting distant areas in low-CPUE times of the season (Figure S2). Longer Trip vessels showed a similar positive relationship between distance and CPUE but for more years (2005 – 2013). Despite variability in the inter-annual average CPUE (Figure 4c), the intra-annual variability of CPUE across vessels within each group was not statistically different in most years, suggesting some consistency in CPUE among vessels within a group.
Average catches per trip were relatively stable over time (Figure 4a) but average net revenues varied more (Figure 5a). The strongest relationship between a fishery landscape variable and net revenues-per-trip was with TAC, likely reflecting some inverse relationship between TAC (i.e., supply) and ex-vessel price. Prices (shown for each group in Figure 5d) were strongly related to TAC (Table 4) and net revenues per trip, in turn, were strongly related to ex-vessel price ($\rho = 0.76, 0.81$, for Shorter Trip Group and Longer Trip Group, respectively), which, by extension, links net revenues per trip to TAC. The covariance between vessel groups for net revenues per trip was relatively high, indicating that while vessel fishing strategies were different, they were similar relative to ex-vessel prices and they were similarly adaptive.

The annual-level (summer B-season only) average net revenues were not strongly related to any of the fishing outcomes. Average annual net revenues were much more variable across years for the Longer Trip Group (Figure 5c), with a relatively low degree of covariance between the two groups, and no clear pattern based on average travel distances. However, the CV of net revenues across years was only weakly correlated with the fishery landscape (Table S3), suggesting that adaptations in fishing strategies reduced revenue variability. When net revenues were standardized by the trip duration (i.e., net revenues per trip day; Figure 5b), the covariance between groups was strikingly high ($\rho = 0.94$), and the relationships with temperature, average trip distance, and (to a lesser degree) abundance were strong (Table 4). While the Longer Trip Group yielded approximately double the net revenues per trip in some years (Figure 5a), the greater travel times associated with those increased revenues led to similar net revenues rates (net revenues-per-trip-day) between the two vessel groups.

Vessels in the Longer Trip Group were typically larger (median = 38.8 m) than in the Shorter Trip Group (median = 34.4 m) and had higher fuel costs but also higher gross earnings.
so their fuel-to-earnings ratios were not different in most years (Supplementary Table S1). There were several years (2006, 2012-13, 2015) during which the Shorter Trip Group spent proportionally more on fuel due in part to their disproportionately lower CPUE (Figure 4). While other years (2009 – 2010) also exhibited greater disparities in CPUE between the groups, those years were also characterized by longer trip distances by the Shorter Trip Group. The years with the greater differences in CPUE between the two groups were also the years during which the variability of the fuel-to-earnings ratios were greater among the Shorter Trip Group (Supplementary Table S1).

Fish size varied by fishing location, impacting ex-vessel price and the products that can be made. We omitted fish size from Table 4 because the complicated lagged relationships between fish size and fish abundance confound correlations across years. Regressions of pollock size versus trip distance within each year illustrate their negative relationship and the higher average weight of fish during years with lower pollock biomass (Figure S3). Shorter Trip vessels which primarily targeted fish for fillet production caught larger fish, a 240g average difference in mean annual fish weight, with the largest fish typically caught nearer to port. When vessels traveled farther, they had higher catch rates, but smaller fish. The Longer Trip Group also demonstrated more variable fish sizes than the Shorter Trip Group (Supplementary Table S1). Because price data were not of fine enough resolution to identify trip-level relationships between fish price and fish size, we cannot resolve size-dependent effects of fishing location on ex-vessel prices.

Discussion
When pollock were abundant and water was warm, vessels across the shoreside catcher vessel fleet behaved similarly. In contrast, when abundance declined or temperature cooled, the fleet fractured into two groups of vessels exhibiting distinct spatial behaviors in order to best sustain their catches. These different responses of vessels to the changing fishery landscape helped vessels to buffer against lower and more variable annual net revenues.

Fisher responses were related to the processors to which vessels delivered fish. Processors more focused on surimi were associated with the Longer Trip vessel group, which consisted of larger vessels that carry more fish and can thus be profitable on longer trips with greater fuel costs. The focus on surimi production for these vessels is also associated with smaller fish and longer delivery windows, which provides greater flexibility to search for pollock. The ability to target more productive fishing grounds with higher catch rates also reduces costs for these large vessels because more fuel is consumed during fishing than transiting (i.e., traveling farther for shorter tows may save fuel). Meanwhile, the Shorter Trip Group has maintained relatively stable annual revenues by targeting larger fish closer to port.

The implications of vessels’ resiliency to change are particularly pertinent given that observations and projections of warming in the Bering Sea are associated with recruitment failures of pollock (Mueter et al. 2011) that may motivate changes in management (Ianelli et al. 2011) and impact pollock prices (e.g., Criddle et al. 1998; Seung and Ianelli 2016). We did not observe the climate-associated northward shift of fishers observed elsewhere (e.g., Pinsky and Fogarty 2012). Rather, some pollock vessels traveled farther north during colder years, illustrating complex interactions between markets and the unique environment of the Bering Sea.

Our findings have strong implications for how vessels may respond to future trends and variation in the fishery landscape, and how changes may more dramatically affect some vessels.
We discuss the economic and performance aspects of a single fishery but much of our context and approach provides an opportunity to resolve the dynamics of other fisheries amidst a changing fishery landscape.

**Fishing location and the fishery landscape**

If the modeled time series had ended in 2011 instead of 2015, our interpretation of the roles of temperature and abundance would be different. From 2003 to 2011, temperature and abundance were substantially more correlated (Pearson $\rho=0.94$) than during the full time series (Pearson $\rho=0.73$). This high degree of correlation in the shorter time series leads to strong collinearity for models that include both temperature and abundance and would invalidate a bivariate model. However, univariate models during the shorter time series (results not shown) fit slightly better for abundance than for temperature. This is driven by 2005, where trip distances and temperature were less aligned (as also illustrated by model fits for the full time series in Figure 3). The divergence of the distance ~ abundance relationship for the full time series thus occurs from 2012 – 2015, when average distances declined but abundance was relatively stable. During these years, the continued decline in trip distance was mirrored by increases in temperature (Figures 1, 2). The shifting dominance of temperature in the full time series to abundance in the shorter time series suggests two major conclusions: (1) there may be a threshold abundance above which fishers are more impacted by the temperature-mediated movements of fish; (2) temperature and abundance are tightly coupled drivers of fisher behavior that are difficult to disentangle. Extreme and lagged fluctuations in water temperatures and pollock year classes are indicative of the broad environmental variability of the Bering Sea, and
thus it should not be surprising that the fleet did not behave in a wholly predictable or consistent fashion during each year.

The interaction between temperature and abundance is complicated because while current conditions clearly affect fishing locations, present conditions result from temperature-mediated recruitment dynamics. The warm temperatures from 2003 – 2005 were associated with very low juvenile pollock survival. These low-survival years led to missing year-classes in the fishery during the cold years that followed (Coyle et al. 2011; Mueter et al. 2011). While our models examine only contemporaneous relationships, present conditions are the result of complex lagged recruitment and ecosystem processes that affect the age, size structure, and spatial distribution of pollock. For example, in 2007 – 2009, average size was largest, owing to the lack of young age classes from 2003 – 2005 recruiting to the fishery. In this case, the poor recruitment events only lasted a few years, so there were still previous cohorts for fishers to target, although biomass fell significantly. However, if warming leads to fewer large cohorts, there may be fewer large pollock, which could have the most significant impacts on Shorter Trip vessels. With time, the decline of large pollock may also affect recruitment, impacting the entire fleet.

Under the Bering Sea conditions observed to date, both vessel groups have appeared capable of adapting but we have not observed warm years with low abundance (Figure 6, bottom right quadrant). The fishery has not yet experienced both a fishable cohort failure and a simultaneous warm year, so our models have limited power to predict how the fleet may react to such conditions. In the past, low abundance and cold waters have both been associated with longer travel distances so it is unclear if, during a warm year with low abundance, behaviors would be more impacted by abundance or by temperature. In the most recent warm stanza (2014 – 2016), juvenile pollock survival was moderate. This was contrary to the low survival in the 2003 – 2005
warm stanza that led to the low abundances and TACs in subsequent years; it thus remains unclear if recent warming trends will lead to a new observation in the lower right quadrant of Figure 6.

**Fishing outcomes across vessel groups and years**

Despite both vessel groups maintaining relatively stable catches-per-trip (Figure 4), the Longer Trip Group had higher but more variable annual revenues while the Shorter Trip Group had lower but more stable average revenues. While there was little covariation between the two groups during the summer season in this period, net revenues of both groups varied substantially, with average variation in vessel-level annual revenues of 50% and 33% for the Longer Trip and Shorter Trip vessels, respectively (Figure 5c). Notably, if 2003, 2004, and 2015 (i.e., the years with the shortest travel distances) were omitted from analysis, the covariation between the annual net revenue for the two groups would increase from $\rho=0.58$ to $\rho=0.89$. The impact of these years results from the drastically lower fuel-to-earnings ratio for the Longer Trip Group during warm, high abundance years. When the Longer Trip Group does not travel farther, their ability to carry more fish shifts the proportions of their earnings and variable costs.

Annual net revenues were not strongly correlated to any single component of the fishery landscape or average trip distances (Table 4). Given that expected net revenues are a function of $\text{(Price} \times \text{Catch}) - \text{Cost}$, the relationships of each component of this equation with the fishery landscape drives both net revenues and their variability (Table 4, Supplementary Table S3) and vessels are choosing locations to balance these factors based on their size and product orientation. For example, annual catches were strongly related to TAC, prices were related to abundance and TAC, and the fuel-to-earnings ratio was related to trip distances (Table 4). Trip
distances meanwhile were strongly related to both abundance and temperature. It was not our intent to describe what made vessels more or less profitable in a year. Instead, we sought to characterize some of the relationships with fishery performance and economics and to identify heterogeneities in these factors across the fleet and the complexities of these interactions.

Discrete choice models for fishing location have revealed how fishers seek to maximize expected profit, which is estimated by examining how vessels trade off expected revenues and distances from different locations (Eales and Wilen 1986; Haynie and Layton 2010). However, applying such models across a fleet without recognizing and accounting for important forms of processor and vessel heterogeneity may yield dubious conclusions about fleet behavior. Similar vessels may make different decisions about spatial tradeoffs of fish value and travel costs based on the vessel’s processor (or other constraints in different fisheries). For example, if a processor will only purchase fish that were caught within 30 hours of delivery, this eliminates many choices. This suggests increased complexity in how expected catch rates interact with processor and vessel characteristics to drive fisher responses to landscape variability. This is relevant not only for understanding how climatically-driven changes in distribution could affect certain vessels, but it also highlights a complexity of managing fleets with spatially-explicit regulations.

While beyond the scope of this study and the available price data, future work could benefit from a comparison that includes discrete choice models with and without vessel, product, and environmentally-driven heterogeneities as we have described here. Our analysis points to the importance of including these complexities in future models of fisher behavior. Future work could also benefit from more precise, trip-level price data that could better explain the revenue from each trip.
Implications

Multiple strategies were prosecuted simultaneously within the shoreside pollock fishery, demonstrating the importance of factoring intra-fleet and inter-annual heterogeneity into analyses of fleet behavior. For example, if management strategy evaluations projected the impacts of changing fish abundance and/or climate change on a fishery based on a “typical” vessel’s behavior, they would misrepresent the fleet and bias covariate selection in models. Similarly, if the impacts of spatial closures were simulated based on an average vessel or year, closures or regulations would have disproportionate economic impacts on certain vessels or companies. Heterogeneous fleet behaviors may also affect exploitation on different populations or age classes of target stocks, which may have implications for spatially-explicit quota allocation and bycatch avoidance measures or for stock assessments that use fishery-dependent data.

Understanding fleet strategies is important for current management challenges such as salmon bycatch in the pollock fishery. Early versions of our models (not shown) explored the impacts of Chinook salmon bycatch on fisher spatial behaviors and found no significant relationships. However, it is worth noting that even if bycatch avoidance yielded spatial decisions on the scale of tens instead of hundreds of miles (and thus were not detectable by our approach), policy decisions related to bycatch avoidance may still play important roles on behaviors (Abbott et al. 2015; Reimer et al 2017). The pollock fleet is constrained by vessel-level hard-caps of Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) bycatch and there are rolling hotspot closures for Chinook and chum (O. keta) salmon bycatch (Ianelli and Stram 2015; Stram and Ianelli 2015), in addition to previous spatial restrictions. If pollock and salmon populations overlap spatially more during warm years when the pollock fleet was more concentrated, we may expect greater impacts on both salmon stocks and on the entire pollock fleet than if more overlap
between salmon and pollock populations occurred in colder years, when the Shorter Trip and Longer Trip pollock vessels were targeting different locations. Furthermore, as salmon migration timing varies by stock, understanding multiple and shifting distributions of the pollock fleet may enable better resolution of the impacts to certain salmon stocks (e.g., Yukon River Chinook salmon) whose populations are of particular conservation concern (Ianelli and Stram 2015).

Fishery responses to climate warming will include the emergence of new fisheries or changing targeting behaviors (Haynie and Pfeiffer 2012; Pinsky and Mantua 2014). However, for fisheries with a high degree of specialization and automated processing, adaptation may be more challenging than for some less industrial fisheries (McIlgorm et al. 2010). Fishers are often constrained by their vessel and gear, permit and management restrictions, the environment where they fish, and markets. On average, the pollock fishery lands more than 1.2 million metric tons of fish per year, and the processing is mechanized for particular fish sizes and specialized production of fillets, surimi, and other products. In addition to management rigidities, it is challenging for processors to rapidly adapt their systems for different products or species. Multi-year contracts stabilize revenue, but they also create an inertia that limits processors from switching to production that is optimized for the most readily available size of fish (Strong and Criddle 2014). Instead, adapting to changes in the fishery landscape may fall to those involved in the catching of fish rather than the processing of fish. Pollock vessels can lease quota and pursue alternative economic opportunities (e.g., participate in other fisheries) when conditions change, but even during years when abundances were low, nearly three quarters of vessels fished. AFA vessels are not allowed to transfer quota between sectors (e.g., from the shoreside fleet to at-sea catcher processors) so if vessels that are more constrained in their ability to adapt (e.g., Shorter Trip vessels) are unable to catch all of their quota (as occurred in 2007 and 2011), some yield
Draft may be foregone (Criddle and Strong 2013). Alternatively, vessels may pursue longer seasons, in-sector leasing of quota or other options for adaptation. Prices in the low-abundance years were some of the highest ever, and projections suggest that declines in abundance may be partially offset through increased prices (Strong and Criddle 2014; Seung and Ianelli 2016). However, the degree to which such price changes will affect vessels throughout fleets will depend upon the heterogeneities of vessel behaviors and markets.

By utilizing vessel movement information, patterns in vessel and fleet dynamics can be linked to the fishery landscape to improve our understanding of how fishers fit into ecosystem-based management. By using movement information we observed that pollock catcher vessels fished farther south during warm years and that some vessels fished farther north during cold years. This was contrary to expectations from the climate change literature that expect a “northward march” (e.g., Cheung et al. 2010) but consistent with some work (e.g., Haynie and Pfeiffer 2013; Haynie and Huntington 2016) that incorporates the complexities and heterogeneities associated with economic and social factors. It is also a good reminder that behaviors of fishing fleets will never be driven wholly by contemporaneous climatic conditions – management, markets, and lagged processes all impact fleets.

A key challenge in the development of Integrated Ecosystem Assessments (IEAs, e.g., Levin et al 2009, DePiper et al 2017) is identifying social and economic (i.e. human dimension) indicators of the impacts of a changing ecosystem on fisheries and processors. A range of metrics are available for both catch share (Brinson and Thunburg 2016) and non-catch share fisheries (Brinson et al 2015). In our case, using catch, revenue, and VMS data, we are able to examine how a range of indices vary (Figures 4-5). Importantly, the differences among these indices reveal several key lessons. First, as noted, vessels and processors have different strategies for
adjusting their behavior, and this is reflected in the fishery outcomes. Second, indicators vary significantly among one another. When developing and utilizing these indicators, there is not a “one size fits all” indicator and analysts must carefully consider what social and economic factors they are measuring and whether average values adequately capture human experiences. Future work should better examine how suites of indices best reflect long-term changes in fishing conditions.
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Figure 1. Trip distances by season and vessel groups. (a) Violin plots of trip distances during summer A-season (light grey) and winter B-season (dark grey) for all vessels. (b) Violin plots of B-season trip distances for vessels in the Shorter Trip (white) and Longer Trip (black) vessel groups.

Figure 2. Several key characteristics of the fishery landscape and their anomalies, 2003 - 2015.

Figure 3. Illustration of model fits to annual median summer B-season trip distances for all vessels (top left), Shorter Trip vessels (top right), and Longer Trip vessels (bottom left). Text values in each plot are the $r^2$ values from each model.

Figure 4. Average fishing performance and behavior by year (summer B-season only) for the Shorter Trip (solid lines) and Longer Trip (dashed lines) vessel groups. Rho ($\rho$) values indicate Pearson correlations between the two groups.

Figure 5. Average annual (summer B-season only) economic performance for the Shorter Trip (solid lines) and Longer Trip (dashed lines) vessel groups. Rho ($\rho$) values indicate Pearson correlations between the groups.

Figure 6. Illustration of the relationship between temperature and pollock abundance anomalies in each year is shown by the labels. Label sizes are proportional to the median trip distance in each year, with larger labels representing longer median distances. Separate figures for each vessel group were similar.
**Table 1.** Datasets and their sources, from which all behavioral, economic, and fishery landscape variables were derived or obtained.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vessel monitoring system</td>
<td>NOAA VMS database (Spalding 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fishery observer</td>
<td>North Pacific Groundfish Observer Program (AFSC 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish tickets</td>
<td>Alaska Fisheries Information Network (ADFG 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel consumption</td>
<td>Amendment 91 Chinook Salmon Economic Data Report (<a href="http://www.psmfc.org/chinookedr/">www.psmfc.org/chinookedr/</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor production</td>
<td>Alaska Fisheries Information Network (ADFG 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price deflator</td>
<td><a href="https://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/series/GDPDEF#">https://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/series/GDPDEF#</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bering Sea bottom temperature</td>
<td><a href="http://www.afsc.noaa.gov/RACE/groundfish/survey_data/">www.afsc.noaa.gov/RACE/groundfish/survey_data/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel prices</td>
<td>Fisheries Economic Data Program (<a href="http://www.psmfc.org/efin/data/fuel_ak.txt">www.psmfc.org/efin/data/fuel_ak.txt</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollock abundance (age 3+ biomass)</td>
<td>Ianelli 2015; Table 1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Allowable Catch (TAC)</td>
<td>Ianelli 2015; Table 1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Fishing and economic indicators calculated for each trip (left) and source or derivation (right). Some derivations include definitions from previous rows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Derivation / Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Catch per trip</td>
<td>Fish ticket reported pounds of pollock landed per trip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fishing effort per trip</td>
<td>If trip was observed: observer reported effort (hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If trip was not observed: number of VMS records determined to be fishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* median (VMS transmission interval / trip) (see Supplementary Information for details)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catch per unit effort (CPUE)</td>
<td>Catch per trip / Fishing effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catch per trip day</td>
<td>Catch per trip / Trip duration (days)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross revenue per trip</td>
<td>Fish ticket reported value of trip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross revenue per trip day</td>
<td>Gross revenue per trip / Trip duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel cost per trip</td>
<td>(Fuel price * fuel consumption while transiting * time spent transiting) +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(fuel price * fuel consumption while fishing * time spent fishing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net revenue per trip</td>
<td>Gross earnings – Fuel cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net revenue per trip day</td>
<td>Net revenue per trip / Trip duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex-vessel price*</td>
<td>Gross revenue per trip / Pounds landed per trip</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Annual average price across summer A- and winter B-seasons that does not account for trip-level differences in product size, quality, or processing type, but accounts for larger trends in price over time.
Table 3. Comparison of average (standard deviations) annual trip characteristics by vessel group. Groups were significantly different (Mann-Whitney test; P < 0.05) for all metrics except number of trips.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Shorter Trip Group</th>
<th>Longer Trip Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of vessels</td>
<td>40.3 (4)</td>
<td>30 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vessel length (m)</td>
<td>34.5 (7.7)</td>
<td>41.0 (9.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of trips</td>
<td>17.6 (9.9)</td>
<td>16.9 (6.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earnings per trip ($1000)</td>
<td>52.8 (23.9)</td>
<td>100.5 (53.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catch per trip (tonnes)</td>
<td>176 (73)</td>
<td>323 (160)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish weight (kg)</td>
<td>0.96 (0.15)</td>
<td>0.72 (0.10)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Relationships between fishing outcomes and both the fishery landscape and trip distances for vessels in the Shorter and Longer Trip groups. Values are Pearson correlation coefficients (ρ) with darkest shaded boxes highlighting correlations with an absolute magnitude > 0.7 and light shading between 0.3 and 0.7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fishery outcome</th>
<th>Vessel group</th>
<th>Pollock abundance</th>
<th>TAC</th>
<th>Fuel price</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Average trip distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Catch / trip (tonnes)</td>
<td>Shorter</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Longer</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catch / year (tonnes)</td>
<td>Shorter</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Longer</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>-0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPUE (tonnes / hour fishing)</td>
<td>Shorter</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>-0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Longer</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net revenue / trip ($1000)</td>
<td>Shorter</td>
<td>-0.42</td>
<td>-0.82</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Longer</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>-0.55</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net revenue / trip day ($1000)</td>
<td>Shorter</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>-0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Longer</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>-0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net revenue / year ($1000)</td>
<td>Shorter</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Longer</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price / pound ($)</td>
<td>Shorter</td>
<td>-0.74</td>
<td>-0.83</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>-0.77</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Longer</td>
<td>-0.54</td>
<td>-0.65</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>-0.56</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trips / vessel</td>
<td>Shorter</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Longer</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>-0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel : earnings</td>
<td>Shorter</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-0.53</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Longer</td>
<td>-0.58</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pollock Only $r^2 = 0.7$
Temperature Only $r^2 = 0.85$
Pollock + Temperature $r^2 = 0.91$

Pollock Only $r^2 = 0.67$
Temperature Only $r^2 = 0.81$
Pollock + Temperature $r^2 = 0.87$

Shorter Trip Group

Year
\( \rho = 0.502 \)  

\( \rho = 0.66 \)  

\( \rho = 0.843 \)  

\( \rho = 0.86 \)
Graphs showing metrics over time:

- (a) Catch / trip (tonnes) with correlation $\rho = 0.502$
- (b) Catch / year (tonnes) with correlation $\rho = 0.843$
- (c) CPUE (tonnes / hour fishing) with correlation $\rho = 0.66$
- (d) Trips / vessel with correlation $\rho = 0.86$
\[ \rho = 0.81 \quad (a) \]

\[ \rho = 0.94 \quad (b) \]

\[ \rho = 0.58 \quad (c) \]

\[ \rho = 0.89 \quad (d) \]